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hen Seth Klarman wrote the Margin of Safety twenty years ago (NY:
HarperBusiness, 1991) it was largely ignored by the business community. As
Klarman built a reputation for making successful investments following the
precepts of his book, it became an investment classic. Now a used copy in good condition
sells for as much as $2,500. Klarman, the President of a private investment partnership, has
become a renown ‘‘value investor,’’ a person who practices the investment approach
introduced by Benjamin Graham and David Dodd.[1] This article examines key insights from
Margin of Safety and shows how they can facilitate strategic decision-making. As Klarman
explains:

W

Because investing is as much an art as a science, investors need a margin of safety. A margin of
safety is achieved when securities are purchased at prices sufficiently below underlying value to
allow for human error, bad luck, or extreme volatility in a complex, unpredictable, and rapidly
changing world. According to [Benjamin] Graham, ‘‘The margin of safety is always dependent on
the price paid. For any security, it will be large at one price, small at higher price, nonexistent at
some still higher price’’.[2]

All value investors operate in a manner consistent with this principle; for example, Warren
Buffett stated that both he and Berkshire Hathaway’s Vice Chairman insist ‘‘on a margin of
safety in our purchase price. If we calculate the value of a common stock to be only slightly
higher than its price, we’re not interested in buying. We believe this margin of safety
principle, so strongly emphasized by Ben Graham, to be the cornerstone of investment
success.’’[3] In his book, Mr Klarman discusses how a margin of safety is achieved:
By always buying at a significant discount to underlying business value and giving preference to
tangible assets over intangibles. (This does not mean that there are not excellent investment
opportunities in businesses with valuable intangible assets.) By replacing current holdings as
better bargains come along. By selling when the market price of any investment comes to reflect
its underlying value and by holding cash, if necessary, until other attractive investments become
available.[4]

This quote is clearly investment-based, which may help to explain why the margin of safety
principle, and book of the same name, have thus far not received the level of attention they
should from the business community. However, corporate strategy inherently involves
investment. As the late Bruce Henderson observed: ‘‘In all strategy the ultimate objectives
tend to be access to and control of required resources.’’[5] Professor Pankaj Ghemawat
goes further and actually defines ‘‘strategic’’ by the level of commitment an initiative or
capital expenditure (i.e., investment) requires.[6] We will therefore analyze the above quote
phrase-by-phrase in a strategic context, and by so doing demonstrate the applicability of
the margin of safety principle to corporate decision-making. First, however, we will review
how value investors approach the process of valuation, which will help to put our analysis
into context.
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this paper.
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‘‘ Strategists typically approach valuation using either
discounted cash flow (DCF), multiples-based and/or
comparables-based forms of analysis. Value investors
approach it differently. ’’

Value investing overview
Strategists typically approach valuation using either discounted cash flow (DCF),
multiples-based and/or comparables-based forms of analysis. Value investors approach it
differently:
B

First, they reproduce a firm’s balance sheet to derive a more economically-consistent net
asset value (NAV). In contrast, the three preceding approaches generally involve no
rigorous balance sheet analysis.

B

Earnings power value (EPV) is then estimated based on a level of past earnings that are
expected to be sustainable. Because future forecasts are not made, EPV is generally
much more conservative than DCF.

B

The relationship between EPV and NAV is then examined. If EPV significantly exceeds
NAV the sustainable competitive advantage driving the spread is thoroughly analyzed.
Thus, strategic considerations are included in the valuation framework, in contrast to DCF,
multiples and comparables.

B

Growth is estimated last and only if a sustainable competitive advantage has been
identified.

While many studies have been published on the problematic track-record of corporate M&A,
there is no modern research that thoroughly catalogues and compares the validity of various
valuation methodologies. While researchers contemplate such a study, strategists would be
well advised to consider the valuation approach that value investors use (outlined above).
Doing so will facilitate the successful application of the time-tested margin of safety principle
to corporate initiatives as discussed below.

Buying at a significant discount to underlying business value
The margin of safety principle inherently involves buying at a discount to estimated value,
and as such reconciles with the ‘‘low cost’’ foundation of business strategy.[7] And yet,
executives continue to undertake initiatives at high prices. For example, in the first quarter of
2011 executives ‘‘paid the most for takeovers since before the collapse of Lehman Brothers
Holdings, Inc.’’[8] With regard to Lehman, prior to its historic failure it engaged in numerous
acquisitions ‘‘at the top of the market’’ thereby paying premium prices. Contrast this activity
with the acquisition track record of Berkshire Hathaway which, as noted above, was built on
the margin of safety principle.
Lehman also bought back shares of its own stock at very high prices; so high were those
prices, in fact, that some Lehman employees felt the firm should have been selling its stock
rather than buying it.[9] Contrast Lehman’s buybacks with those of the late Henry Singleton,
founder of Teledyne Corporation. An exemplary leader, Singleton bought back his firm’s
stock when it was undervalued by the market, and by so doing he created significant value
for his firm’s shareholders.[10]
Economical buying also pertains to hedging and risk management. For example, many
financial models include a volatility component, and therefore when volatility is low financial
instruments can be priced very cheaply.[11] Hedging at such times can be very economical;
and yet, this form of strategic opportunity is rarely exploited by executives. Perhaps a reason
for this is a focus on meeting short-term earnings estimates, many times to the penny, rather
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than on economical, longer-term strategic initiatives (including strategic risk management
initiatives). Whatever the reason(s), many firms do seem to engage in hedging after volatility,
and thus pricing spikes.[12] In contrast, consider that ‘‘Klarman buys put options and
credit-default swaps, which he calls ‘cheap insurance,’ to protect Baupost [his investment
firm] against risks such as a steep fall in the stock market or a surge in inflation . . . In an
October 2008 letter to shareholders, the firm said it benefited from credit-default swaps,
without saying what the swaps were meant to protect against.’’[13] According to Michael
Lewis’ best- selling book, The Big Short, Mr Klarman was one of the few investors who
shrewdly purchased favorably priced credit default swaps during the boom that preceded
the 2007-2008 credit crisis.[14]

Giving preference to tangible assets
Applied to corporate strategy, ‘‘giving preference to tangible assets’’ can be restated as
‘‘protect and manage your balance sheet.’’ Modern financial economics holds that capital
structure is irrelevant,[15] but as the recent credit crisis has once again demonstrated,
capital structure and balance sheets are incredibly relevant. For example, before it failed
Lehman Brothers’ debt-to-equity ratio was a staggering forty-four-to-one,[16] and thus it
obviously did not protect its balance sheet. Incredibly, during the boom that preceded
Lehman’s failure some financial executives did not even understand their companies’
balance sheets; for example, one of the traders profiled in ‘‘The Big Short’’ would ‘‘go to
meetings with Wall Street CEOs and ask them the most basic questions about their balance
sheets, ‘They didn’t know,’ he said. ‘They didn’t know their own balance sheets.’’’[17]
Conversely, balance sheet analysis has been at the center of value investing since its
founding; according to one economic scholar, ‘‘The special importance that [Benjamin]
Graham and [David] Dodd placed on balance sheet valuations remains one of their most
important contributions to the idea of what constitutes a ‘thorough’ analysis of intrinsic
value.’’[18] To understand why, consider the following extended quote from Margin of Safety:
Historically investors have found attractive opportunities in companies with substantial ‘‘hidden
assets,’’ such as an overfunded pension fund, real estate carried on the balance sheet below
market value, or a profitable finance subsidiary that could be sold at a significant gain. Amidst a
broad-based decline in business and asset values, however, some hidden assets become less
valuable and in some cases may become hidden liabilities. A decline in the stock market will
reduce the value of pension fund assets; previously overfunded plans may become
underfunded. Real estate, carried on companies’ balance sheets at historical cost, may no
longer be undervalued . . . .[19]

Executives who actively manage their firms’ balance sheets can move to efficiently close a
value gap created by a hidden asset, or mitigate the value destruction of a hidden liability
through proactive strategic initiatives and shareholder communications. To demonstrate
how, consider the acquisition of Sears by hedge fund manager Eddie Lampert. In that deal,
Lampert identified real estate that was carried on Sears’ balance sheet below its market
value, as well as operational efficiencies, which presented a margin of safety-rich target that
he acquired.[20] One wonders why Sears’ executives at the time did not see what Lampert
did, or if they did, why they were unable to effectively act on it. Executives like this who are
not effective stewards of capital risk not only the takeover of their firm,[21] but also pressure
from activist investors and short-sellers.[22] Balance sheet management can serve as the

‘‘ Strategists would be well advised to consider the valuation
approach that value investors use. Doing so will facilitate the
successful application of the time-tested margin of safety
principle to corporate initiatives. ’’
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‘‘ The margin of safety principle inherently involves buying at a
discount to estimated value, and as such reconciles with the
‘low cost’ foundation of business strategy. ’’

first line of defense in situations like this in a manner much more value-oriented than poison
pill-like defenses;[23] in other words, in a manner that facilitates value creation rather than
the protection of inefficient managers like Sears’ prior management.

There are opportunities in businesses with valuable intangible assets
Intangible assets create wealth to the extent those assets contribute to competitive
advantage. The concept of competitive advantage is the foundation of corporate strategy;
however, it can be very difficult to value given its intangible nature and indefinite lifespan.[24]
Firms that are able to create and sustain a competitive advantage, though, can present a
lucrative acquisition opportunity, if available at a reasonable margin of safety. The classic
value investing example of this is Warren Buffett’s 1995 acquisition of GEICO, the personal
lines automobile insurer, which created significant value as both a margin of safety-rich
acquisition and as a long-term growth business.[25]

Replacing current holdings as better bargains come along
According to Bruce Henderson, ‘‘Although there is a real question whether most companies
have an adequate control over the deployment of their financial resources, redeployment of
financial resources is the cornerstone of all business strategy.’’[26] There are various ways to
address resource redeployment, two of which are profiled here. The first involves the
distribution of a significant portion of a firm’s equity to shareholders, by way of special
dividend, that is replaced with debt. This form of capital redeployment forces the kind of
performance dynamics and pressures commonly found in a leveraged buyout. For example,
Sealed Air Corporation redeployed its capital in this manner in 1989 with the express
objective of using ‘‘the company’s capital structure to influence and even drive a change in
strategy and culture.’’ Their objective was achieved as the firm ‘‘outperformed the S&P 500
by almost 400% (or by almost 30% per year).’’[27]
Another alternative is strategic resource redeployment, which pertains to a fundamental shift
in the offerings of a firm. One of the most significant examples of such a redeployment
occurred in the mid-1980s when Intel redeployed resources from its historically strong
memory chip business into the then nascent microprocessor business. This redeployment
optimally positioned Intel to capitalize on the technology boom that began in the 1990s,[28]
and continues into the present.

Selling when the market price reflects underlying value
It is well known that management has a fiduciary duty to maximize a firm’s value, but what is
less well understood is what is meant by the term ‘‘maximize.’’ For instance, maximize could
be interpreted to mean the highest possible price that can conceivably be achieved or it
could mean a fair price established over a relatively well defined range. The difference
between these two interpretations is significant because striving for the highest possible
price, all the time, is not sustainable and fraught with risk (consider the cases of Enron,
Worldcom, etc.). On the other hand, striving for a fair price range is much more sustainable,
but it requires an insightful view on a firm’s value, as well as efficient policies to manage and
communicate that value over time. The later approach is practiced, for example, by
Berkshire Hathaway as its Chairman and CEO has explained:
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To the extent possible, we would like each Berkshire shareholder to record a gain or loss in market
value during his period of ownership that is proportional to the gain or loss in per-share intrinsic
value recorded by the company during that holding period [. . .] we would rather see Berkshire’s
stock price at a fair level than a high level. Obviously, Charlie and I can’t control Berkshire’s price.
But by our policies and communications, we can encourage informed, rational behavior by
owners that, in turn, will tend to produce a stock price that is also rational. Our
it’s-as-bad-to-be-overvalued-as-to-be-undervalued approach may disappoint some
shareholders. We believe, however, that it affords Berkshire the best prospect of attracting
long-term investors who seek to profit from the progress of the company rather than from the
investment mistakes of their partners[29](emphasis added).

Striving for a fair long-term market valuation also facilitates divestment decision-making.
Consider the case of Henry Singleton’s divestments of Teledyne’s Argonaut and Unitrin
subsidiaries: the decisions behind these divestments were made based on fundamental
financially strategic considerations, and thus were extremely well received by the investment
community.[30] This example is potentially significant today as 2011’s ‘‘surge in spin-offs
and the rise in the conglomerate discount certainly suggest that new diversifications are
likely to be far outweighed by corporate break-ups.’’[31]

Holding cash, if necessary, until attractive investments become available
Cash is generally ignored strategically; for example, ‘‘excess cash’’ – or cash and marketable
securities greater than the short-term needs of a business – is frequently not included in
discounted cash flow (DCF) valuations,[32] and it tends to be spent quickly on acquisitions or
stock buybacks even at high price levels.[33] In contrast, value investors ‘‘are willing to hold
cash reserves when no bargains are available . . . The liquidity of cash affords flexibility, for it
can quickly be channeled into other investment outlets with minimal transaction costs.’’[34]
For example, Mr. Klarman’s fund is one of the top performing even though its cash holdings
have averaged 30 percent over time.[35] As another example, consider the ‘‘2010 Berkshire
Hathaway Annual Report,’’ which states that the firm has ‘‘pledged that we will hold at least
$10 billion of cash, excluding that held at our regulated utility and railroad businesses.
Because of that commitment, we customarily keep at least $20 billion on hand so that we can
both withstand unprecedented insurance losses (our largest to date having been about $3
billion from Katrina, the insurance industry’s most expensive catastrophe) and quickly seize
acquisition or investment opportunities, even during times of financial turmoil.’’

Guiding principles and conclusion
There are a number of value investing principles that can help facilitate a value-oriented
approach to strategic decision-making. First and foremost, value investors strive to preserve
capital, and therefore they intensely focus on managing the risk of loss.[36] In this context,
risk management is not a separate activity but rather is imbedded within the investment
process, including how investment performance is measured. Many investors (and
executives) are assessed on a relative basis, which ‘‘involves measuring investment results,
not against an absolute standard, but against broad stock market indices, such as the Dow
Jones Industrial Average or Standard & Poor’s 500 Index, or against other investors’ results.’’
However, those who assess performance this way ‘‘may lose sight of whether their

‘‘ Executives who actively manage their firms’ balance sheets
can move to efficiently close a value gap created by a hidden
asset, or mitigate the value destruction of a hidden liability
through proactive strategic initiatives and shareholder
communications. ’’
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‘‘ Intangible assets create wealth to the extent those assets
contribute to competitive advantage. ’’
investments are attractive or even sensible in an absolute sense.’’[37] In contrast, value
investors focus on absolute performance because, simply put, ‘‘absolute returns are the only
ones that really matter; you cannot, after all, spend relative performance.’’[38]
‘‘Good absolute performance’’ is achieved by managing to the long-term. A compensation
for the longer-term focus is that margin of safety-based initiatives ‘‘carry less risk of
loss.’’[39] Value investors assess both risk and reward via bottom-up analysis; not through a
model or other form of top-down analysis.[40] Bottom-up analysis involves the careful review
of all relevant information in a manner blended with ‘‘skepticism and judgment,’’[41] which
obviously takes time and significant effort to apply. Top-down analysis, on the other hand, is
often much faster and easier to apply (especially if quantitative models are used). The
difference between these two approaches is significant, and in many ways is at the core of
the issues that emerged in the recent credit crisis.
For example, consider the former CEO of Citigroup’s infamous statement to the Financial
Times in July of 2007 – right before the onset of the credit crisis – that ‘‘As long as the music
is playing, you’ve got to get up and dance. We’re still dancing.’’[42] Citigroup employed
various forms of top-down analyses at the time including modeled output, significant
reliance on credit ratings and macroeconomic analysis; nevertheless, it would have failed
during the crisis (or once ‘‘the music stopped’’) but for the intervention of the US
government. Contrast this experience with that of Michael Burry who, like Klarman, is a value
investor who earned significant profit during the crisis as a result of investments derived from
rigorous bottom-up analyses.[43]
Bottom-up analysis is not a panacea as everyone is subject to error. Value investors control
for error by approaching analysis conservatively, as explained in Margin of Safety:
Since all projections are subject to error, optimistic ones tend to place investors on a precarious
limb. Virtually everything must go right, or losses may be sustained. Conservative forecasts can
be more easily met or even exceeded. Investors are well advised to make only conservative
projections and then invest only at a substantial discount from the valuation derived therefrom [or
at a margin of safety].[44]

It is worthwhile to reflect on what would have happened to Lehman Brothers, Citigroup, AIG,
etc., if executives at those firms: (1) intensely focused on managing the risk of loss, (2) managed
to absolute rather than relative performance, and (3) made decisions based on conservatively
derived bottom-up analyses that were (4) influenced by the margin of safety principle.
Looking ahead, the global economy is currently highly uncertain given sovereign debt
levels, commodity price levels, protracted warfare, and a variety of other factors that
executives and strategists must respond to. When doing so it is crucial that they not
‘‘enhance [the uncertainty] by taking unpredictable or ill-considered actions.’’[45] As
demonstrated here, the margin of safety principle, as explained in Klarman’s book, can be
used to enhance strategic decision-making over time.
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